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Introduction

The disparate effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on mortality by race, ethnicity, and geography have been extensively documented. However, less is known about whether the pandemic has altered US mortality disparities beyond its acute phase. This study examines the evolution of all-cause mortality disparities along major demographic axes between March 2018 and May 2023.

Methods

We obtained mortality data from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) and population data from the US Census Bureau. We calculated annualized age-standardized death rates (ASDRs) across 5.25 years from March 1, 2018, to May 31, 2023, by sex, race and ethnicity (as defined by death certifiers and NCHS), metropolitan status, and region. We estimated and compared mortality rate ratios across 4 summary periods: before the pandemic (combining 2018 and 2019 due to stable mortality rates), the pandemic’s first year (largely before the vaccine), the pandemic’s second year (after widespread vaccine availability), and the postacute period (largely after the first Omicron wave); statistical tests were not performed. Analysis was performed using Stata and R. This cross-sectional study was deemed not human research by the University of Minnesota institutional review board and therefore to not require approval. We followed the STROBE reporting guideline. See the eAppendix and eTable in Supplement 1 for methodological details.

Results

The Figure shows ASDRs from March 2018 to May 2023 for the full US population. Mortality increased during both acute pandemic years before returning to near-prepandemic levels for most groups. The mortality increase was not equal across groups; it was largest for men, all minoritized racial and ethnic groups, nonmetropolitan areas, and the South. These changes created shifts in death rate ratios during the acute pandemic years (Table). A notable change was the increase in the American Indian or Alaska Native vs White mortality disparity from 1.02 (1.01-1.03) to 1.20 (1.18-1.21) or higher in both acute pandemic years. Despite these changes, death rate ratios during the postacute period generally returned to prepandemic levels. Exceptions include disparities by metropolitan status and region, with the disadvantage of nonmetropolitan areas (vs large metropolitan) remaining larger and the relative advantage of the West (vs Midwest) decreasing. In addition, while the Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander rate ratio in the postacute period as a whole was similar to before the pandemic, their death rates uniquely increased in early 2023.
Discussion

There has been a public debate about whether the US has "returned to normal" after the pandemic. Our study suggests that this has largely been the case with respect to disparities by gender, race and ethnicity, and region. Although mortality remains somewhat higher than before the pandemic, this additional mortality is largely proportional to 2018-2019 mortality with respect to major demographic comparisons. This continuity suggests that these disparities are persistent; even a pandemic-level mortality shock does not permanently alter them.

However, if the patterns identified here largely depict a "return to normal," the "normal" that we have returned to is one of stark mortality disparities for groups such as Black individuals. This return to the high prepandemic level of mortality disparities reflects a failure to implement longer-term policy changes—such as universal paid sick leave, greater workplace rights to clean air, and stronger public health infrastructure—that might have further reduced these disparities once the acute pandemic ended.5

As an exception to our main result, we found that mortality in the postacute period was more heavily concentrated in nonmetropolitan areas than before the pandemic. This may reflect a

Figure. Age-Standardized Death Rates by Year and Demographic Characteristics

Annual age-standardized death rates between 2018 and 2023 by sex (A), race and ethnicity (B), metropolitan status (C), and region (D). Years run from March to February of the subsequent year to align with the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Death rates from 2023 include only 3 months (March, April, and May) due to lags in mortality data processing and are annualized to facilitate comparison with other years. Dashed lines indicate prepandemic (March 2018 to February 2020) death rates.

A combination of factors, including rural hospital closures, health care worker burnout, and increasing levels of polarization around vaccination and other preventive health care.6

Limitations include the use of provisional mortality data and the potential quality limitations of the 2020 US Census coverage. In addition, we were unable to include data prior to 2018 due to inconsistencies in the measurement of race and ethnicity.
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